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INTRODUCTION
In November 2020, Envision hosted online public consultation training for EU mobile citizens. The
asynchronous course was structured into six sessions and one pre-recorded video lecture. Its objective
was to educate EU mobile citizens about their civil, social and fundamental rights and prepare them for
living in Greece and Cyprus. The scheme was funded under the European Union’s Rights’ Equality and
Citizenship Programme (2014-2020) and participation was free to the public. A review of the approaches
and methodologies used to conduct the training are hereby presented in this report.

AN OVERVIEW OF HOW THE TRAINING AND AWARENESS RAISING ON PUBLIC
CONSULTATION WAS ORGANIZED
The entire course was administered online via Envision’s Moodle learning site and Zoom videoconferencing application. Below is a further breakdown of how this was achieved.

How COVID-19 affected the training
When the World Health Organization (WHO) declared COVID-19 a global pandemic in early 2020, most
EU countries introduced strict public health measures to reduce the spread of the virus. Public gatherings
were highly discouraged and this meant we could no longer use our traditional approach of providing
awareness and sensitizations programs in public spaces or at events. We transitioned to the online mode
of learning which enabled us to reach EU mobile citizens in Greece and Cyprus and offer the training
virtually.

The Envision Moodle Learning Site
We designed a Moodle site where our program participants could access all the training resources they
needed. Moodle platforms are commonly used in educational institutions that provide e-
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learning. Learners can asynchronously access classroom content anywhere and at any time through the
Moodle. This flexibility in learning is desirable because it gives learners the freedom to schedule when
they want to study.
Envision Moodle Site

Envision’s public consultation training was administered asynchronously through the Moodle and the
trainees had access to pre-recorded lecture videos, reading materials, discussions, quizzes and course
activities. The asynchronous learning method enabled mentees/trainees to overcome time-related
constraints such as those imposed by personal commitments that could limit them from attending live
lecture sessions.

Using Zoom for Live Lecture Sessions
Besides the asynchronous learning tools, live sessions were hosted through Zoom whereby
mentees/trainees could join in if the times were convenient. Zoom developed a good reputation as a
video-conferencing tool especially in 2020 when its use grew 30-fold. Educators often used it to host
online classes in place of face-to-face classrooms whenever institutions were closed during the COVID-19
peak. We, therefore, used Zoom to host live lectures due to its popularity and other conveniences like it’s
compatibility with major devices, the free basic features it provides like video-recording functionality, as
well as its EU-GDPR safety and privacy compliance levels.
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Zoom Live Lecture Session

Some Advantages of Providing the Public Consultation Training Online
•
•
•
•
•

Availing the training online ensured information was accessible to EU mobile citizens at a time
when public transportation was nearly paralyzed
More referrals were recruited through social media thereby expanding the program’s reach
Training online allowed us to cut on costs like travel and space hire
Time was saved as more activities could be done within a short span
Envision’s online visibility and presence got a major boost

Training, Teaching and Mentoring Methods Used
I.

Lecturing method

Modules were lectured by Envision mentors during the live sessions on Zoom. The meeting was recorded
and immediately posted to the Envision Moodle as one, among many, resources for asynchronous
learners. Hosting live lecture sessions afforded EU mobile citizens the opportunity to interact with the
mentors in real-time and receive prompt answers to any questions they had. The mentor invited questions
to be raised through the chat-box feature on the Zoom app and provided responses before the end of the
meetings.
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Live session, questions and board discussion

Session facilitation and moderation were solely done by the mentor (elaborated under the section Session
Management Activities).

II.

Multi-media Content

Information was presented to the trainees in multi-media formats such as videos, animations, pictures,
and PowerPoint presentations. Incorporating these graphical elements enhanced the aesthetics of
learning materials and improved levels of engagement with the content. It also simplified information by
condensing large data into small pieces that are easier for mentees/ trainees to understand.
Using Multi-media in Learning

III.

Resources for Further Reading

The public consultation course covered a multitude of topics. It was not possible for the mentor(s) to
venture deeper into all the topics within the scheduled time-frame. Therefore, they recommended
reading materials like articles, brochures and books which the trainees could use expand their knowledge
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on the subjects discussed. This was in addition to the materials archived in Envision’s Moodle site which
the trainees could access through their accounts.
Screenshot of References for further reading

IV.

Post-Session/Module Activities, Quizzes and Answers

After each module/session, self-assessment questions with answers were available so that trainees could
recap and reflect on what they had learnt.

V.

Journaling/Note-taking

The mentor split the large course into slide notes which mentees/trainees could easily peruse. The
mentees were also encouraged to journal any information they deemed important during the lectures
and revisit at their own time.

Session Management Procedures/Activities

Before the Session Date
Timeline

Activities

Three months

Preparations were made in September when the public
consultation training session dates were proposed and slotted
onto Envision and Google events calendars

Two weeks

The mentor was reminded to prepare for the training event

One week

The training event was publicized in Envision’s communication and
promotion media (discussed next under ‘How the participants
were approached’)
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Three days

The official invitation for the training event was sent out to all
recruited participants (see annex 1)

On the Session Date
Timeline

Activities

15 minutes
before

Mentor opened the virtual room to receive mentees/trainees
Meeting agenda and basic instructions were shared on the
conferencing whiteboard

At the
scheduled
session time

Lecture session started
Video recording started

20 minutes into
the session

Mentor posted reflection questions
Mentor opened the zoom chat-box for contributions

30 minutes into
the session
45-60 minutes
into the session

Mentor answered questions and facilitated/moderated discussions
Lecture session was adjourned

After the Session

Mentor downloaded lecture attendance registers and activity record for later review
The pre-recorded video was posted on Envision Moodle for asynchronous learners to
access the training at their own time alongside the course reading materials, multimedia, and quizzes
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Screenshot: Mentor receiving participants during live session

HOW THE PARTICIPANTS WERE APPROACHED
We found participants for the public consultation training scheme through these channels;

i.

Sending External memos

We wrote external memos to network organizations asking them to mobilize their clients (EU mobile
citizens) to take the public consultation training. These memos were posted as events on their online and
offline departmental boards to reach EU mobile citizens. Interested citizens were directed to register for
the training by opening a Moodle account at https://elearning.project-envision.eu/.

ii.

Social Media Platform

We posted the training events on Envision’s Facebook page. Our audience received alerts and was able to
take action by signing up for the training at the Moodle. This audience, together with our network
organizations, also shared the call-for-participation posts on social media thereby attracting EU mobile
citizen referrals to register and take the training.
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iii.

Sending Text-messages

We sent text messages to contacts in our guests’ book which keeps profiles of participants from past
events who enlisted to receive updates on our events. The sent text highlighted the agenda of the public
consultation training and requested interested persons to sign-up at the Envision Moodle site.

iv.

Emailing

We sent emails to addresses previously and currently registered at Envision’s public mailing list. Email was
also the primary channel for sending invitation letters to all registered participants (three days before the
session) with Zoom meeting link, ID, and password (Annex 1)

Public Consultation Training Attendees/Trainees Recruited
The public participation course attracted 185 participants who registered in the Envision Moodle and
utilized the training materials. This number combined both synchronous learners who attended the live
sessions and asynchronous learners (the majority).
Course Enrolment/Trainee Back-end Admin Dashboard

At its peak time, the live session registered 52 attendees whereas all 185 watched the session via moodle
platform at their own convnience. A significant number of the trainees were referred to us by the
following EU mobile citizen network and partner organizations.

Envision’s EU Mobile Citizens Partner/Network Organizations
Parents' Association of Deutsche Schule Athen (DSA)
Parents' Association of International School of Athens (ISA)
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Parents' Association of Saint Catherine’s British School Athens
Athens Metropolitan College
Students' Association of Athens University of Economics and Business
International MBA program
Athens WING- Women International Inspiring Network
Expats in Greece network
Foreigners Living in Greece network
Expats in Athens Network
People to People Solidarity- Southern European network
One Human Race network
Goethe-Institut Cyprus
French Institute of Cyprus
Terra Santa College, Cyprus
Bulgarian School in Dali, Cyprus
Bulgarian cultural center, Cyprus
Public relations and member of the board (Bulgarian cultural center)
Romanian community, Cyprus
Association of Bulgarians of Cyprus

Gaining Insights into the Reach and Impact of the Public Consultation Training
This was the first training Envision provided via the internet. It was essential to survey how the trainees
interacted with our learning resources and the entire program.
A questionnaire, issued together with the asynchronous learning materials, was used to voluntarily solicit
trainees’ opinions about the impact that the training had on them (Annex 2). Responses received were
expected to inform how future courses could be designed to have a better impact on mentees/trainees.
We also tracked, through activity-log data stored in our database, how the participants used resources in
the Moodle asynchronously. We were able to view, for example, which participants viewed the prerecorded lecture videos, clicked links or downloaded reading materials.
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Furthermore, we retrieved records from the live session (such as the attendance register on annex 3) to
review statistics about engagement (metrics like the time each participant spent in the meeting and the
contributions they made).

SUMMARY OF THE PUBLIC CONSULTATION TRAINING AGENDAS
The vast public consultation course was structured into sessions to help the asynchronous learners
advance from one level to another in piecemeal as follows.

Session 1: Introduction
This was a key highlight of the public consultation course encompassing an understanding of democratic
processes, community engagement, cultural plurality, and citizens’ rights. Objectives of the training were
also shared including the motives to make EU mobile citizens understand their basic rights,
responsibilities, and how they can integrate into the Greek and Cypriot communities.

Session 2: Electoral System and Representation
This session covered the role of the EU parliament as a law-making, supervisory and budgetary body, its
formation, and how Members of the European Parliament (MEPS) are chosen. Proceeding further, data
on EU mobile citizens’ tendencies in Greece (composition, country of origin, residence) and the voting
rights of these citizens were addressed.

Session 3: Citizenship
This module explained citizenship, social participation as well as the rights and obligations of citizens. It
expounded into other denominations of rights like civic rights, social rights, and EU fundamental rights (I,
II, III, IV, and V).

Session 4: Community Engagement
This module delved into how EU mobile citizens become residents of Greece and Cyprus by simply holding
EU ID/passport documents, the requirements for longer stays, procedures for bringing family into Greece
and Cyprus, requirements for traders, and social participation in activities like volunteerism.

Session 5: Quizzes
This was a revision session with reflection questions allowing the trainees to recoup the entire public
consultation course contents.

Session 6: Reading
In this session, links to reading materials were availed to the trainees to help them access further
information about course topics.
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ANNEXES
Annex 1: Live Session Invitation
AKMI S.A. is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting.
Topic: EU Mobile Citizens Training (Live Session )
Time: Dec 9, 2020 18:00 Athens

Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/84465847356?pwd=ZUQwV3ltdVpKV2htelMrMHNFTDJTQT09

Meeting ID: 844 6584 7356
Passcode: 594084
One tap mobile
+12532158782,,84465847356# US (Tacoma)
+13017158592,,84465847356# US (Washington D.C)

Dial by your location
+1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma)
+1 301 715 8592 US (Washington D.C)
+1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago)
+1 346 248 7799 US (Houston)
+1 646 558 8656 US (New York)
+1 669 900 9128 US (San Jose)
Meeting ID: 844 6584 7356
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Join by Skype for Business
https://us02web.zoom.us/skype/84465847356

Annex 2: Evaluation Questionnaire of the ENVISION training material, training platform &
Programme
EnVISION (826677-ENVISION REC-AG-2018, Rights, Equality and Citizenship Programme)
* Required
Dear mobile EU citizen please dedicate 5 minutes to complete this questionnaire

1. I am: *
mobile EU citizen
EU citizen
2. Gender *
Male
Female
Prefer not to say
3. Host Country/ Country of Residence *
Greece
Cyprus
4. Do you find the training material(s) useful? *
Yes
No
5. Are the training materials structured and presented clearly? *
Yes
No
6. Has the training course helped you to improve your knowledge on EU citizens’ rights? *
Yes
No
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7. Do you believe that the training covers the most important aspects of the EU citizenship? *
Yes
No
8. Additional comments for the training content.
Your answer

9. Is the navigation on the Online Platform easy? *
Yes
No
10. Are the Training materials on the Online Platform user-friendly? *
Yes
No
11. Please rate your overall level of satisfaction with the Training course *
Best rating
1
2
3
4
5
Worst Rating
12. The duration of the Training course was appropriate and responsive to the learning content *
Yes
No
13. How would you assess the experience of this online training? *
Great
Good
Fair
Bad
14. How would you describe the level of the Training course? *
Suitable
Demanding
Easy
15. Would you recommend any improvements in the training material? *
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Yes
No
16. If you replied yes, please explain what changes would you suggest to make in future training and
awareness raising on public consultation delivery? *

Your answer
EnVISION is funded by the European Union’s Rights, Equality and Citizenship Programme (2014-2020).
The content of this website represents only the views of the author and is his/her sole responsibility.
The European Commission does not accept any responsibility for use that may be made of the
information it contains.

Annex 3: Envision Attendance List/ Register/ Record
Envision Attendance List
(Project reference: 826677-EnVISION-REC-AG-2018/REC-RCIT-CITI-AG-2018)
Date: 02/12/2020
Venue: Zoom
Meeting ID : 897 3340 2948Topic : Envision-Mobile EU citizens Live sessionUser Email : euprojects@iekakmi.edu.gr
Duration (Minutes): 105
Start Time: 02/12/2020 16:46:26
End Time: 02/12/2020 18:30:55
Participants: 51

Name

Surname

Email

1

Stijn

Schuermans

schuermansstijn342@gmail.com

2

Maria

Eleftheriadis

eleftheriadis@gmail.com

3

Dave

Sousa

sousa.dave01@gmail.com
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4

Annita

Schuermans

schuermansannita@gmail.com

6

Lela

Britton

7

Susan

Lambert

8

Ioanna

Theodorou

9

Michael

Theo

michaeltheo104@gmail.com

10

Toula

Lidis

lidis@yahoo.com

11

Elina

Roina

elinaroina7@gmail.com

12

Mauro

Santucci

13

Marcie

Mayer

14

Anita

Konidaris

15

Khadija

Musa

musakah2@yahoo.com

16

Tina

Palivos

palivostina@gmail.com

17

Louki

Montecristo

18

Kermit

Manolo

19

George

Mills

20

Chrysa

Psyllaki

EUHelpingHand@helping-hand.work

21

Maria

Rouze

rouzemaria1@gmail.com

22

Nicole

Myst

nicolemyst@yahoo.com

23

Bill

24

Dawood

25

Nagie

lelabritton809@gmail.com
suelambert480@gmail.com
loannatheodorou37@gmail.com

santuccimauro40@gmail.com
marcieyer2006@gmail.com
anitakonidaris642@gmail.com

Santucci.louki01@gmail.com
Kermitmanolo@gmail.com
geomills@gmail.com

Konstantopoulos

konstantopoulosbill5@gmail.com

Hosseinbeigi

dawoodhosseinbeigi8@gmail.com

Ges

Nagieges367@gmail.com
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26

Agnes

Jolivet

agnesjolivet1523@gmail.com

27

Katarina

Vasickova

28

Veronica

Nzula

29

Nora

Tulba

30

Ettiene

Chassat

ettienechassat@gmail.com

31

Jeannie

Perrigo

jeaperrigo57@gmail.com

32

Anne Marie

33

vasickovakatarina6@gmail.com
nzulave@gmail.com
noratulba1@gmail.com

O'Sullivan

anne78692@gmail.com

Stephen

Onjira

stevenonjira@gmail.com

34

Brian

Nora

35

Anne Marrie

36

Han

Ben

hanben234@gmail.com

37

Kristin

Zissi

kristinzissi@gmail.com

38

Christopher

Herbert

herbertchr@gmail.com

39

Rania Giassin

40

Catherine

Pavlou

catherinepavlou79@gmail.com

41

Kennedy

Otieno

kenotiz1@gmail.com

42

Tracey

Gibson

traceygibs2018@gmail.com

43

Alex

Alafouzos

alafouzosalex@gmail.com

44

Peter

Otieno

otieno@ticahealth.org

45

Liana

Rigos

lianarigos@gmail.com

46

Jane

Alahouzou

janealahouzou@gmail.com

47

Ian

Wallace

wallaceian83@gmail.com

Stokes

brianno@gmail.com
stokesannemarrie@gmail.com

rgia303@gmail.com
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48

Linda

49

Natasja

50

Georgina

51

Anum

52

Popi

Lauberga
Gras

lindalauberga@gmail.com
nagras@gmail.com

Boulmeti

geoboulmeti@gmail.com

Rizvi

anumriz3236@gmail.com

Christopoulou (host)

christopoulou@akmiinternational.com

i.
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Annex 4 Screen shots
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Annex 5
Training completion (data were retrieved from Envision Moodle platform)
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Annex 6 Course completion certificate

CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION

This is to certify that
NAME
has completed the
EU Mobile citizens Public Consultation program
of the Rights, Equality & Citizenship Project:
EffectiVe Social Integration Of mobile EU citizeNs EnVISION
organised by
AKMI SA

Signature

31/12/2020

The Envision Project coordinator

Grant Agreement number:
826677-EnVISION-REC-AG-2018/REC-RCIT-CITI-AG-2018

